A few words on our type

To the Editor:

The print in College & Research Libraries News is too small. I believe it is six point. That is too small for the average reader over 40 to read comfortably. Anyone who is visually impaired would find the print size a serious handicap. College & Research Libraries seems to be in ten-point type.

Not trusting my own judgment, I showed an issue to one of my colleagues who is a professor in the department that teaches teachers of the handicapped. She felt that the print size was a disservice to the handicapped. I realize that you are trying to put more material on less pages, but you have gone too far. Thank you for your kind cooperation.—Leslie R. Morris, director of libraries, Niagara University, New York

Ed. note: We hope the new design and increased type size introduced last month will improve the readability of C&RL News.

Moved to tears

To the Editor:

After reading “Journey to Transylvania: The 1991 ALA Colloquium on Library Science” in C&RL News, March 1992, I wanted to cry. When I thought about their [Romania’s] 46 years of isolation from new scholarly resources, their hunger for up-to-date information, and their need for intellectual freedom for so long, I could have wept buckets of tears. But not only for them would I weep these buckets, it would be mostly for some of the developing countries which have access to this freedom but which do not take advantage of it due to their indifference, taking for granted their freedom! Let us not be guilty of even one moment of indifference to our blood-bought freedom!—Bessie Siemens Lobsien, library director, Universidad de Montemorelos, Montemorelos, N.L. Mexico

Letters should be sent to: The Editor, C&RL News, 50 E. Huron, Chicago, IL 60611; fax: (312) 280-7663.
When You Need an Answer Fast and it Has to be Right

Offering broad coverage, unparalleled accuracy, and unmatched currency, the Wilson Indexes are your key to important literature in business and law, science and technology, art, education, the humanities, the social sciences, and general reference.

Now you can search these renowned indexes in print, online, on CD-ROM, and on tape.

THE WILSON INDEXES

BOOK INDEXES

Book Review Digest

"The smart researcher qualifies prospective sources by accessing Book Review Digest."

— COMPUTEER MAGAZINE

Providing excerpts from, and citations to, reviews of current adult and juvenile fiction and non-fiction, Book Review Digest covers nearly 6,000 English-language books each year. Reviews are culled from 95 selected American, British, and Canadian periodicals in the humanities, social sciences, and general sciences as well as library review media. Entries supply:

- Author • Title • Paging • Price • Publication year • Publisher • ISBN
- LC number • Grade level • Dewey Decimal Classification • Sears subject headings • Descriptive note • Review excerpts. Indispensable for collection development, acquisitions, and curriculum development. BRD provides access to entries by author, or title if appropriate. A Subject and Title Index is also included.

Availability

In Print: Ten monthly issues with three cumulations; annual cumulative volume.
Retrospective coverage from 1965 to date; sold on the service basis (book budget).

Online, CD-ROM, and Tape:
Coverage from 1/83. CD-ROM annual subscription (monthly disc) $1,095.

Cumulative Book Index

"Steady, reliable, changing very gradually as needed, and increasing in size as publishing expands."

— AMERICAN REFERENCE BOOKS ANNUAL

Compiled by professional librarians, this single-alphabet subject, author, and title index provides a complete, permanent record of approximately 54,000 English-language books published each year around the world. Nearly half of the records in Cumulative Book Index are based on an examination of the actual book; the remainder are derived from U.S. and British MARC records and other reliable sources. Following AACR2 guidelines for descriptive cataloging and the Library of Congress Subject Headings, each main entry in CBI may include:

- Author or Editor's full name • Title • Subtitle • Illustrator • Translator • Compiler
- Edition • Series note • Size if other than standard • Pagination • Illustrations
- Binding if other than cloth • Price • Publication date • Publisher • Distributor
- ISBN • ISSN • LC control number.

Out-of-Print Status Noted

The online, CD-ROM, and tape versions of CBI include out-of-print status for both clothbound and paperback editions, whenever the publisher has made this information available.

Availability

In Print: Eleven monthly issues cumulated quarterly; annual cumulative volume.
Retrospective coverage from 1928 to date; sold on the service basis (book budget).

Online, CD-ROM, and Tape:
Coverage from 1/82. CD-ROM annual subscription (monthly disc) $1,295.

To Order, or for more information on these or any of the other Wilson Indexes, simply call toll-free:
1-800-367-6770.
Outside of the U.S. and Canada, call 1-212-588-8400.

THE H. W. WILSON COMPANY

950 UNIVERSITY AVENUE, BRONX, NY 10452